
MYBIODY : a connected and useful present for all your
family
MYBIODY is without a doubt the connected present the most useful and original for
all the family. One device by home is enough !
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SUMMARY

Take care of your health and your loved one's with this unique innovation. One device is
enough for your home. MYBIODY is an immediate body check-up, specially designed for
personal use. More than giving a precise check-up validated by serious clinic studies, it offers
an analyze and personalised advices in order to rebalance your body health.

A Christmas present to take care of all your family's health

More than a simple connected device, MYBIODY is a present that suit every member of the
family and allow them to follow closely their health and the evolution of their shape. The app
and the dashboard included with the device allow you for exemple to receive the health
checkups by email and to configure alerts. The device is also multi-user : one MYBIODY can
be used by all the family.

People who want to contol their weight

MYBIODY offers an effective way to know its weight composition and a mean to understand in
real time how its body reacts to a diet or its alimentation. (For example : how much fat mass kg
in excess).

For amateur or professional athletes

Essential device for athletes, MYBIODY allows them to analyze the impact of their physical
activity on their body and to optimize their performance. The dashboard also allows them to
control with an unrivaled precision their hydration, fat mass or muscle mass rate.

Seniors for a better aging

For a regular control of your elderly family members, MYBIODY offers to its users to share
their checkup to their general practitioner, but also to their family. Alerts can be created, for
example : follow-up of the bone mass and hydration, which are indicators to monitor for the
elderly and also for everyone.



A tailor-made service included for a long term follow-up of its wellness

E-health and quantified self are areas growing rapidly. That's why the precision of the data is
an asset that allows to make the difference between all the whimsical offers available.
MYBIODY benefits from a measuring accuracy originally intended for the medical sector : it is
the general public declination of Biody Xpert ZM, professional impedance device validated by
medical studies on thousands of people.

By offering MYBIODY to your loved ones, they benefit from a tailor-made service : sharing of
the checkup with the people of your choice, the possibility to fix rebalancing goals (weight loss,
muscle mass gain...). Their historic on the application allow them to compare the evolution of
their body balance. This service is included for 4 users on the same device (a special offer for
Christmas), with the possibility to offer ephemeral checkup to friends and family.

Unlike the connected impedance scales, MYBIODY is the only one to offer an unprecedented
accurate and personalised analysis to the checkup of their users. Those personalised analysis
will help the users to rebalance themselves in order to prevent health problems :
overweightness, obesity, diabete, cholesterol...

MYBIODY : a French technology unique in the world.

Offer an exclusive and useful present: MYBIODY benefits from more than 12 years of sharing
experience in the medical sector. Its technology is used daily by nutritionists, dietitians, sports
physicians, general practitioners.

In 2015, MYBIODY organised joint operations with partners like the Rugby Club of Toulon,
Malakoff Médéric (an important French Mutual Insurance Company )...

Professional athletes or television and cinema celebrities are among MYBIODY daily users.

MYBIODY also received several nominations and prices :

Galien Fundation nomination (the equivalent of the biopharmacy Nobel Price)
Cap'tronic Trophies nomination
CIU santé price (the French Center for Healthcare Innovation and Uses that control and
review innovative solutions for home-based health solutions).
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ABOUT MYBIODY

MYBIODY est le seul appareil connecté du secteur e-santé qui permet d’établir un check-up corporel immédiat.
MYBIODY est un appareil de prévention et de contrôle, qui permet à l’utilisateur de suivre les effets sur son
organisme : de son alimentation, de son activité sportive et du vieillissement. Il est mobile, connecté sur tous
systèmes et multi-utilisateur. Un appareil suffit pour chaque famille.

Pour plus d'informations sur MYBIODY, rendez-vous sur : www.mybiodybalance.com

MYBIODY is the only digital health wearable device able to establish an immediate health check up. MYBIODY is a
prevention and monitoring tool allowing users to follow the effects on their health of : their diet, their physical activity,
and ageing. It is a mobile, multi-platform, and multi-user device that is sufficient for whole family.

For further information visit our web site : http://en.mybiodybalance.com/
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